Introduction
Translation initiation is a key step in the process of protein synthesis. Most cellular mRNAs initiate translation by a mechanism that depends on the recognition of the m 7 GpppN structure (termed cap) located at the 5′ end of most mRNAs. However, in some RNA viruses exemplified by picornaviruses and hepatitis C virus (HCV) and a subset of cellular mRNAs, which are translated under stress conditions, internal ribosome entry site (IRES) elements drive translation initiation using a cap-independent mechanism. [1] [2] [3] [4] IRES elements present in cellular mRNAs described so far tend to be present in genes encoding proteins required for survival under stress conditions, namely transcription factors, growth factors, apoptotic proteins, among others. 3 However, cellular IRES elements differ not only in nucleotide sequence but also in RNA secondary structure and trans-acting factor requirements. 1, 5 This complexity hampers the understanding of the mechanism of internal initiation and hinders progress in the prediction of novel IRES elements in mRNA sequences. Moreover, whether there are structural elements in yet-unknown cellular IRES shared with viral IRES is unknown.
RNA structure plays a fundamental role in IRES-dependent translation initiation as well as in other processes guided by RNA regulatory elements. 6 This is illustrated by the fact that compensatory substitutions in base-paired regions tend to conserve the secondary structure during RNA evolution. 7 Foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) is a picornavirus characterized by a high genetic variability. 8 Similar to all picornavirus RNAs, protein synthesis in FMDV RNA is driven by an IRES element located at the 5′ UTR of the viral genome. 1 Type II IRES elements, such as the FMDV and encephalomyelitis virus (EMCV) IRES, are organized in structural domains numbered 1 to 5 in the 5′ to 3′ direction ( Fig. 1) . Each domain appears to have a specific function in which domains 1, 2, 4, and 5 consist of stem-loops that provide the binding site for RNA-binding proteins and various translation initiation factors (eIFs), with the exception of eIF4E. 1, 9 The central domain (domain 3) is a self-folding region 10 with a peculiar RNA structure organization that includes conserved motifs whose disruption impairs IRES activity. [11] [12] [13] Specifically, the GNRA (N stands for any nucleotide, and R, purine) motif of picornavirus IRES determines the RNA structural organization of the apical region of domain 3, which involves distant interactions with the also conserved RAAA stem-loop and the C-rich bulge.
14 On the basis of functional and structural data, these motifs have been proposed to mediate a tertiary folding 7, 12, 14, 15 in such a way that altering one of them affects the RNA structural organization of this domain, thus leading to defective IRES elements. Given the unusual combination of motifs that constrains this unique RNA region, we hypothesized that a search for RNA sequences with the capacity to adopt a similar fold could Internal ribosome entry site (IRes) elements govern protein synthesis of mRNAs that bypass cap-dependent translation inhibition under stress conditions. Picornavirus IRes are cis-acting elements, organized in modular domains that recruit the ribosome to internal mRNA sites. The aim of this study was to retrieve short RNA sequences with the capacity to adopt RNA folding patterns conserved with IRes structural subdomains, likely corresponding to RNA modules. We have applied a new program, RNAiFold, an inverse folding algorithm that determines all sequences whose minimum free energy structure is identical to that of the structural domains of interest. sequences differing by more than 1 nt were clustered. Then, BLAsTing one randomly chosen sequence from each cluster of the RNAiFold output, we retrieved viral and cellular sequences among output hits. As a proof of principle, we present the data corresponding to a coding region of Drosophila melanogaster TAF6, a transcription factor-associated protein that contains a structural motif within its coding region potentially folding into an IRes-like subdomain. This RNA region shows a biased codon usage, as predicted from structural constraints at the RNA level, it harbors conserved IRes structural motifs in loops, and interestingly, it has the capacity to confer internal initiation of translation in tissue culture cells.
ReseARch PAPeR
ReseARch PAPeR correspond to RNA regions potentially promoting IRES activity, undetectable by other approaches.
The RNA inverse folding problem is inverse to RNA structure prediction; i.e., given a target structure, the goal is to design an RNA sequence that will fold into the target structure. Since RNA secondary structure is particularly well studied, while RNA pseudoknot and tertiary structure prediction is NP-complete, the RNA inverse folding problem usually refers to secondary structure. There is some evidence that the inverse RNA folding problem may be computationally hard, since Schnall-Levin et al. 16 have shown that the Inverse Viterbi Path problem is NP-complete. (Here, the latter is the problem, given a hidden Markov model [HMM] and arbitrary path π of states, of determining a sequence θ whose maximum likelihood [Viterbi] path is equal to π). Moreover, unlike the case for protein structure, it is broadly believed that RNA folds in a hierarchical fashion. 17 Due to this hierarchical folding, in many cases, it is possible to determine the secondary structure of an RNA molecule, without knowing its tertiary structure. Designing a sequence that can fold into a certain shape involves, at least, checking whether the proposed sequence actually folds into the target structure.
There are several algorithms for solving the RNA inverse folding problem. They all can be classified as heuristic methods, which start with an initial sequence that is iteratively modified until it either folds into the target structure or some stopping criterion is reached. The main examples are RNAinverse in the Vienna RNA Package, INFO-RNA, RNA-SSD, MODENA, and NUPACK-DESIGN. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] In contrast to the previously mentioned heuristic methods, in a very recently developed algorithm RNAiFold, 23 we employ Constraint Programming (CP) to solve the RNA inverse folding problem. CP has become one of the principal methodologies for solving hard combinatorial optimization problems, due to a rich modeling language and a computational model based on branch and prune. The inverse folding algorithm RNAiFold was developed using the COMET framework and RNAfold (from the Vienna RNA Package 18 ) adapted as a plug in with COMET. COMET features a very efficient CP engine along with several global constraints that are key for the efficiency of our approach.
Here we show that a pipeline based on RNA Inverse Folding is a fast and reliable system to search for RNA regions that are predicted to adopt an RNA structure similar to conserved RNA structural subdomains of experimentally characterized IRES elements. By using this approach, we identified a coding region of Drosophila melanogaster TATA-box binding protein-associated factor (TAF6) as a candidate RNA adopting an IRES-like subdomain structure, in which conserved motifs (GNRA, RAAA, and AACCCCA) are located in loops according to RNA SHAPE structural analysis. Experimental validation of this IRES-like motif using bicistronic constructs in tissue culture cells indicated that the sense orientation had the capacity to enhance internal initiation of translation of the second cistron, relative to the activity observed with the negative orientation of the same region. As additional confirmation of this result, the immediate downstream region of TAF6 mRNA, which is not predicted to fold as an IRES-like motif, was unable to confer internal initiation of translation. shAPe reactivity was calculated as described 61 and represented in a colored scale in which 0 indicates an unreactive nucleotide and the average intensity at highly reactive nucleotides is set to 1.0. RNA structure was viewed with VARNA.
Results

Computational motif search
In order to search for RNA structural motifs with a similar folding to IRES subdomains we used conserved RNA motifs of the FMDV IRES as a model. This IRES element is 462 nt long, distributed in several domains with conserved stem-loops (Fig. 1) . Among these stem-loops, the apical region of domain 3 adopts a unique structural organization that contains three essential RNA motifs.
11,12 A short simplified version of this region, encompassing the RAAA and C-rich motifs ( Fig. 2A) , was chosen as specific constraints in the input to RNAiFold. Thus, the structure and sequence constraints used as input to RNAiFold were the following:
The corresponding planar representation of this structure is shown in Figure 2 , where our complete pipeline is represented. First, RNAiFold returned over 112 026 sequences after a time limit of 4 h (Fig. 2B) . These sequences were then clustered using a greedy algorithm in such way that two sequences in the same cluster could only differ by one nucleotide (Fig. 2C) . One sequence from each cluster was later BLASTed and the retrieved hits were filtered with an E-value limit of 3 ( Fig. 2D) . A total of 3 370 unique hits were collected. It is worth noting that among the retrieved hits we identified viral genomes known to contain IRES as well as all FMDV sequences, as expected. This proves that the simplified input structure does not compromise the retrieval of the sequences corresponding to the original structure. After applying the keyword filter ( Fig. 2E) we obtained around 60 candidate hits, 40 of which were discarded as they were annotated as predicted proteins. Finally, we selected six hits that were located in the appropriate position (either the 5′UTR or the coding sequence) ( Table S1 ). In order to apply further computational validation techniques, we focused on the hits located within the coding region of the corresponding gene. Figure 3 and Figure S1 show the sequences of candidate hits in which putative conserved motifs are highlighted. The hit corresponding to Drosophila melanogaster TAF6 mRNA contains all relevant motifs and in a more appropriate disposition than the rest of candidates. Even though the input to RNAiFold contains both the RAAA and the C-rich motifs, so that all sequences returned by RNAiFold must contain these motifs, BLAST hits might not, since we allow non-perfect matches with a generous E-value of 3. TAF6 is a component of the core promoter-recognition complex TFIID, the RNA polymerase II general transcription factor, composed of the TATA-binding protein (TBP) and TBP-associated factors (TAFs). 24 Thus, we selected TAF6 as a promising case for further studies. The sequence generated by RNAiFold that allowed the identification of TAF6 by BLAST was the following:
AGAGGCCAAA AAAGGCGCGU GGCGGGGUGA AACCCCGCCG CGCCCGAAAA CCCCAUUCGG CUCU ref|NM_079437.3| Drosophila melanogaster TBP-associated factor 6.
Computational determination of 5′ and 3′ ends
Since our candidate hit was located within the coding region of Drosophila melanogaster TAF6 mRNA, we compared codon usage between the region encompassing the predicted IRESlike motif with different 5′ and 3′ ends and the rest of the coding region. The downstream region contains three AUGs in frame with the functional start codon (Fig. 3) . If our hit corresponds to a functional IRES-like motif, then we would expect the structural motif to be near or immediately adjacent to an alternative start codon. For that reason, we calculated codon usage for several candidate regions with variable 5′ ends (nt 25, 85, 145, 205, 265, 325) (see Materials and Methods), while the 3′ end was taken to be the nucleotide adjacent to the AUG2 or AUG3 codon (nt 522 or 747) (Fig. 4) . Table 1 shows both Codon Adaptation Index (CAI) and Total Variation (TV) for codon usage of each amino acid for all these regions. These data suggest that the region spanning nucleotides 325-522 could constitute a promising candidate for an RNA functional motif. This region shows the highest total variation, even though CAI values are similar for all regions ending in nucleotide 522. In the sequel, the candidate motif spanning nucleotides 325-522 will be designated as region I. The codon usage bias for amino acids serine (S) and arginine (R) corresponding to region I are shown in Figure S2 . These results indicate that the codon usage bias between the predicted IRES-like motif and the remainder of the coding sequence is significantly different and, thus, it is likely that this region has been under different selection pressure, likely to preserve RNA structure. As a control, we selected the downstream region (nucleotides 325 up to 747) ( Table 1) .
Experimental validation of the IRES-like subdomain
To determine whether the coding region of TAF6 mRNA encompassing an IRES-like motif could mediate internal initiation of translation, we measured the ratio of luciferase to chloramphenicol acetyl transferase (CAT) expressed from bicistronic constructs in BHK-21 cells (Fig. 5A) . In this assay, translation of CAT renders the efficiency of 5′-dependent translation initiation, while that of luciferase reflects the activity of 5′-independent translation initiation. The efficiency of internal initiation of translation of region I (nt 325-522) was 2.13 times higher in samples transfected with construct I(+), expressing the sense orientation, than the construct I(-) expressing the antisense orientation of the same region (Fig. 5B) . The higher relative internal translation initiation efficiency of region I was due to the increased luciferase expression, as the level of CAT expression remained fairly constant in all extracts (Fig. S3) . This result indicated a positive capacity of this region, although weak, to mediate internal initiation of translation.
Next, to determine if upstream sequences had any effect on translation activity we generated construct II(+) encompassing nt 278 to 522 (Fig. 4) . Transfection of construct II into BHK-21 cells yielded a relative internal initiation efficiency of 58% of construct I(+), suggesting that insertion of 50 nt belonging to the upstream region slightly reduced the capacity of region I to initiate translation. Constructs I(-) and II(-) were inactive (Fig. 5B) , in agreement with the fact the internal initiation is mediated by cis-acting elements that operate in an orientationdependent manner.
These results suggest that region I, predicted to adopt an IRES-like motif and encompassing the GNRA, RAAA, and C-rich conserved motifs, can confer internal initiation of translation. In support of this conclusion, construct III(+), which carries the downstream region (nt 526-747) lacking the capacity to adopt the IRES-like fold and devoid of the conserved IRES motifs, was inactive (Fig. 5B) , yielding values similar to the negative orientation of regions II and III.
We then analyzed whether addition of sequences at the 3′ end of region I (up to nt 747) could modify translation initiation in bicistronic constructs. A shown in Figure 5B , construct IV(+) was inactive, irrespectively of the orientation analyzed. Since this construct harbors an AUG codon (Fig. 4, AUG2 ) that is out of frame with the second cistron (luciferase), the lack of activity observed in construct IV could be due to initiation at this additional AUG by scanning. In agreement with this observation, constructs V and VI, containing an extended 3′ region up to AUG3 (out of frame with the luciferase initiation codon) reduced luciferase expression (Fig. S4B) . All together, we conclude that region I of TAF6 mRNA harboring an IRES-like motif conserved with domain 3 could mediate a weak but positive internal initiation of translation, validating the usefulness of the RNA Inverse Folding search to identify IRES-like structural motifs across genome sequences deposited in databases.
TAF6 is an essential protein, structurally related to histone H4. 25 Its primary structure (Fig. 5C ) is conserved from yeast to human. It bears a histone fold domain (HFD) in its N-terminal region responsible for the interaction with TAF9.
26 Domain TAF6M consists of 70 residues separated from TAF6C by around 50 residues. Domain TAF6C (220 residues organized in five HEAT repeats and possessing a DNA-binding region 25 ) modulates TAF6/TAF9 as well as other proteins interactions. 27 In the case that the IRES-like motif of TAF6 mRNA was active in the natural RNA context, it could promote internal initiation of translation from AUG2 resulting in a shorter polypeptide (residues 175-606, Fig. 5C ), encompassing the TAF6C region and the C-terminal end of the protein but lacking the HFD domain and the TAF6M region. Therefore, the interaction with TBP and the DNA binding region would remain in the short TAF6 polypeptide.
SHAPE structural analysis of the IRES-like subdomain
To gain information about the RNA structure of the IRES-like subdomain present in TAF6 mRNA, we performed RNA SHAPE analysis 7,10 using transcripts produced in vitro, N-methylisatoic anhydride (NMIA) as the modifying agent and fluorescent-labeled primers. SHAPE reactivity correlates inversely with the probability that a nucleotide is base-paired, providing direct information of the local RNA flexibility in solution. The pattern of SHAPE reactivity obtained for regions I and II is shown in Figure 6A . Interestingly, TAF6 RNA regions I and II display very similar pattern of reactivity, confirming that a 5′end extension of RNA I does not modify its RNA structure. Furthermore, the candidate motifs (RAAA and AACCCCA, which were imposed in the input to RNAiFold) are reactive to NMIA, thus unpaired ( Fig. 6A  and B) . These results further validate the usefulness of RNA inverse folding to search for candidate IRES-like subdomains.
Discussion
Translation control mechanisms can contribute to increase the coding capacity of the genome by generating different polypeptides from the same transcriptional unit. Although most cellular mRNAs initiate translation by a cap-dependent mechanism, alternative mechanisms are operative when cap-dependent translation is compromised, including IRES-dependent translation initiation. 3, 4, 28 Most known IRES elements are located in the 5′ UTR of mRNAs upstream of the initiator codon, but some exceptions exist. [29] [30] [31] [32] Furthermore, although cellular IRES elements described so far lack conserved structural features, 3,4 RNA structure plays a fundamental role in viral IRES-dependent translation initiation. 2, 6, 7 Whether some of these structural elements can be found in yet unknown cellular IRES remains to be elucidated.
To date, the accepted strategy to identify IRES elements in mRNAs consists of functional assays testing the cap-independent capacity and the ability to resist cap-inhibitory conditions. 33 This is a cumbersome task to identify IRES elements in eukaryotic genomes. To facilitate this endeavor, we have made use of a unique combination of conserved structural motifs present in model viral IRES elements 7,12,14 as a tool to search for regions putatively folding as IRES-like domains in genome sequences. Although the presence of a particular domain individually is not sufficient to define a fully functional IRES element, 34 the presence of one (or more) conserved motifs may provide hints to identify potential IRES in mRNAs.
Regarding the difficulties to predict functional IRES elements in genome sequences, it is worth mentioning that the detection and functional annotation of non-conding RNA (ncRNA) genes remains a task of great biological importance, since it is now understood that the human genome is pervasively transcribed, where most transcripts have no known function. Indeed, the ENCODE Consortium study reported that 93% of the human genome may be transcribed in multiple RNAs 35 and Clark et al. 36 re-affirms an earlier assertion that "given sufficient sequencing depth the whole genome may appear as transcripts." 37 At the present time, there are a number of computational tools to predict the location of ncRNA genes. Specialized ncRNA gene finders exist for (1) 44, 45 (6) riboswitch aptamers, 46, 47 and (7) rho-independent transcription terminators. 48 General ncRNA gene finders that exploit comparative analysis, include the programs INFERNAL, 49 DARN, 50 and RNAz. 51 The algorithms employed in both specific and general ncRNA gene finders range over a variety of methods, including hidden Markov models (HMMs), generalized HMMs, stochastic context free grammars, energy minimization, support vector machines, co-variation, and so on. It is worth mentioning other recent approaches that rely on computational pipelines. 52, 53 These approaches, like ours, are not conventional machine learning methods, and thus, there is no training and cross-validation phase. For such pipelines, it makes little sense to determine measures of sensitivity and positive predictive value.
Despite this wealth of computational methods for the prediction of non-coding RNA genes, there appears to be no software for the general prediction of IRES elements, although there are INFERNAL covariance models for 27 distinct IRES families in Rfam 11.0. 54 Presumably, this is due to the pairwise dissimilarity of IRES elements between different species, preventing the development of a single covariance model by large groups of IRES elements. We have used cmscan from INFERNAL in order to test our TAF6 candidate against the whole Rfam covariance models and no IRES hit was returned. It follows that the sequence and structural resemblance is too low between our TAF6 candidate and existent INFERNAL covariance models. This situation highlights the usefulness of our pipeline based on RNAiFold in determining novel ncRNAs in cases for which machine learning methods appear to have limited success.
In contrast to the machine learning and dynamic programming methods used in ncRNA gene finders, our pipeline uses complete inverse folding with RNAiFold to determine those RNA sequences that fold into a target secondary structure, deemed to be of functional importance, then BLASTs these sequences and filters the hits retrieved. In cases where structure is conserved, despite no clear sequence homology, our method provides a useful approach. Our pipeline can produce a huge number of sequences predicted to fold into the structural motif of interest. Here, we have focused on searching RNA regions folding like IRES subdomains. Some of these sequences might fold in vivo into IRES-like motifs, which have never been tried in the evolutionary history of life on earth, while others might be vestiges of previously active IRES-like motifs, and yet others might not actually fold in vivo into IRES-like motifs, due to differences between in vivo folding and in vitro folding, or due to differences between computational predictions and in vitro folding. To apply our pipeline with success, it is critical to use various computational filters and, most importantly, biological insight (IRES-elements are found in mRNAs coding proteins critical to survival, and can be located either in the 5′-UTR or upstream of AUG codons in the coding region) to prioritize the hits returned by RNAiFold.
By using a functional assay we show that the region of TAF6 adopting an IRES-like fold could mediate a weak but positive internal initiation of translation validating the usefulness of the RNA Inverse Folding search to identify IRES-like structural motifs across genome sequences deposited in databases. Our data also show that this mRNA region has a constrained RNA structure, as indicated by the differential codon usage bias relative to the remaining coding sequence, experimentally confirmed by RNA SHAPE analysis. To the best of our knowledge, our approach seems both to be new and orthogonal to existent ncRNA gene finder methods. The data presented in this paper suggests that a pipeline involving RNA Inverse Folding could complement existent methods, especially in the case of difficult ncRNA families/clans that may lack sufficient homology to be detectable using machine learning methods, as is the case for arbitrary IRES elements.
The current paper has focused on the description of a novel pipeline to identify promising candidate IRES-like subdomains, with experimental validation restricted solely to one of the hits returned by RNAiFold, as proof of principle. In future work, we plan to apply our method to identify additional potential IRES-like structural domains. Scrutiny of a number of such experimentally validated sequences could conceivably shed light on those forces in molecular evolution that could give rise to new IRES elements and related regulatory RNA molecules. Comparing unique properties of identified regulatory RNAs with those RNA sequences determined by RNAiFold to fold into the same target secondary structure could help to identify additional aspects that must be taken into account when designing novel functional RNAs in synthetic biology.
Materials and Methods
Computational pipeline
Our approach is based on using RNAiFold 23 in order to calculate all (or a large number of) sequences that fold into a given characteristic secondary structure and try to find any of them in known genomes. In principle, for a given RNA family characterized primarily by structural conservation rather than sequence conservation, we can compute all those sequences that fold into a target structure, representative of the RNA family. Our pipeline is summarized in Figure 2 . RNAiFold optionally allows the user to stipulate certain sequence constraints, such as nucleotide identities, GC-content, etc. that may be shared by all members of an RNA family. Subsequently, we can determine whether any of the returned sequences is similar to any genomic sequences. Sequences returned by RNAiFold are clustered. Clustering was implemented in a greedy fashion by analyzing all sequences in the order in which they were returned. Briefly, the first sequence is considered the current sequence and the following ones are put in the same cluster until a sequence differs by more than 1 nt with respect to the current sequence. At this point, a new cluster with the sequence is created, the sequence becomes the new current sequence, and the approach is repeated until all the sequences have been analyzed. Next, one randomly selected representative of each cluster is BLASTed (BLAST 2.2.4 locally) using BLASTN with word size 11, match/mismatch weights of 1/-1, and gap existence/extension penalties of 1/2. Resulting hits are filtered first by gene function (following the criteria outlined in Fig. 2 ) and then by mRNA location, either 5′UTR or coding sequence. These filters are specific to IRES-like motifs. However, general or specific filters to different RNA families can be implemented in the future without compromising the core approach of the pipeline.
The BLAST hits selected for computational validation can be found in different genomic regions within different genes. In the case of IRES elements, which are expected to be found in mRNAs encoding proteins critical for survival, IRES-like motifs might be located either in the 5′-UTR or in the coding sequence (CDS) preceding a downstream AUG codon in frame with the first functional start codon of the CDS. When the hit is found within the CDS region, we can calculate codon usage metrics for various sequence lengths encompassing the hit with a constant downstream AUG at the 3′end (nt 522 or 747) but allowing different 5′ends (nt 25, 85, 145, 205, 265, 325) . If there is a functional RNA in the predicted region, which is also part of the coding region, then codon usage bias in that region would be different than in the rest of the CDS since it could have been under selective pressure to code Nucleotide positions are indicated on the x-axis. (B) RNA structure of the IRes-like subdomain. RNA structure was calculated using RNAsc (http://bioinformatics.bc.edu/clotelab/RNAsc/) and visualized with VARNA. 60 shAPe reactivity was represented in a colored scale in which 0 indicates unreactive nucleotides and the average intensity at highly reactive nucleotides is set to 1.0.
for the active protein, as well as to maintain the functional RNA structure.
Constructs Plasmid LD24529 (Flybase LD\_pOT2\_cDNA library of Drosophila melanogaster, Drosophila Genomic Resource Center (DGRC), Indiana University) encodes the Drosophila melanogaster TAF6 cDNA clone 55 (Fig. 3) . Insertion of the putative IRES-like motif (nt 325-522) into a bicistronic construct pBIC 56 yielded construct I (Fig. 4) . Briefly, the sequence of interest was amplified by PCR using the pair of oligonucleotides TAF6-1s, TAF6-1as ( Table 2) and inserted into the SacI restriction site of pBIC previously linearized with SacI and dephosphorylated. Colonies that carried the insert in both orientations were selected for further studies. A similar procedure was used to generate constructs II, III, IV, V, and VI ( Fig. 4; Fig. S4A ) using oligonucleotides described in Table 2 . Prior to expression analysis, the nucleotide sequence of the entire length of each region under study was determined (Macrogen).
IRES-dependent translation activity
Bicistronic plasmids carrying the putative IRES-like motif (I, II) between the chloramphenicol acetyl transferase (CAT) and luciferase reporter genes, or the control regions (III, IV) were assayed in BHK-21 cells. Transfection of 90% confluent monolayers was performed using cationic liposomes 1 h after infection with the Vaccinia virus VT7F-3 expressing T7 RNA polymerase, as described. 57 This assay excludes the presence of cryptic promoters since the transfected plasmid is transcribed in the cell cytoplasm by the T7 RNA polymerase. Extracts from 10 5 cells were prepared 20 h after transfection in 100 µl of 50 mM TrisHCl, pH 7.8, 120 mM NaCl, 0.5% NP40. Luciferase and CAT activities were measured as described. 56 Assays were performed in triplicate wells at least three times. Values correspond to the mean (± SD).
SHAPE analysis
Monocistronic constructs expressing RNA regions I and II, generated from the corresponding bicistronic plasmids by PstI digestion, were linearized with SphI prior to synthesize RNA transcripts in vitro as described. 10 RNAs (2 pmol) were treated with N-methylisatoic anhydride (NMIA) as described. 7 Prior to primer extension, 1 pmol of treated and untreated RNAs were incubated with 2 pmol of the antisense 5′-end fluorescently labeled primer 5′-TAGCCTTATG CAGTTGCTCT CC-3′ at 65 °C for 5 min, 35 °C for 5 min, and then chilled on ice for 2 min. Primer extension reactions were conducted in a final volume of 16 µl containing reverse transcriptase (RT) buffer and 1 µM each dNTP. The mix was heated at 52 °C for 1 min prior to addition of 100 U of Superscript III RT and incubated at 52 °C for 30 min. A sequencing ladder was generated using the corresponding untreated RNA in the presence of 0.1 mM ddC. NED fluorophore was used for both NMIA-treated and untreated samples while VIC fluorophore was used for the sequencing ladder. cDNA products were resolved by capillary electrophoresis. Electropherograms were analyzed using QuSHAPE software. 58 Quantitative SHAPE reactivity for individual data sets were normalized to a scale spanning 0 to 2, in which 0 indicates an unreactive nucleotide and the average intensity at highly reactive nucleotides is set to 1.0. Data from two independent assays were used to calculate the mean SHAPE reactivity. Secondary RNA structure was determined using RNAsc 59 integrating values of SHAPE reactivity and visualized with VARNA.
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